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h i g h l i g h t s

� Two numerical heat transfer models for PCM board was compared.
� The effective heat capacity model had inevitable calculation error.
� The effective heat capacity model with small phase change temperature range had large error.
� The effective heat capacity model needed less computing time than the enthalpy model.
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a b s t r a c t

The effective heat capacity method and the enthalpy method are the two most common methods to build
the numerical heat transfer models for phase change material (PCM) board. The objective of this research
was to compare the PCM heat transfer models which were built by the effective heat capacity method
and the enthalpy method respectively. Based on the numerical results of these two models, it was found
that when the model was built with the effective heat capacity method, the calculation error was inevi-
table when the state (solid, molten or liquid) of PCM was changed during the calculation of one time step,
while there was no such error when the model was built with the enthalpy method. The phase change
temperature range could affect the magnitude of the calculation error when the model was built with
the effective heat capacity method. When the phase change temperature range was very small, the cal-
culation error of the model with the effective heat capacity method could be significant. However, the
model with the effective heat capacity method needed less computing time than the model with the
enthalpy method.

� 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The phase change materials (PCMs) have relatively high ther-
mal storage density while requiring smaller masses and volumes
of material, they can be used in many areas, such as thermal energy
storage [1], building heating/cooling [2], thermal management [3],
food preservation [4], etc. Because the thermal mass of building
envelope can be enhanced greatly by the PCM, the PCM building
envelope has attracted more and more researchers in the last dec-
ade [5–7]. Compared with the building envelope without PCM, the
peak heat flux of the PCM envelope during a day is small, and the
indoor air temperature fluctuations of the PCM envelope are also

small. Accordingly, the indoor thermal comfort will be improved
and the energy consumption for the space heating/cooling will
be reduced [8–11].

The numerical models of the PCM walls or PCM boards have
been studied for years. Because of the non-linear heat transfer in
PCM, very few analytical solutions are able to be obtained, the
numerical solutions are more available. There are several methods
to build the numerical heat transfer model for the PCM board, such
as the enthalpy method [12–19], the effective heat capacity
method [20–26], and the heat source method [25,27,28]. According
to the number of the papers published in the journals, the enthalpy
method and the effective heat capacity method are the two most
common methods.

In the enthalpy method, the latent heat and specific heat capac-
ity are combined into an enthalpy term in the governing equation
[29]. This method was proposed by Eyres [30] to deal with varia-
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tions of thermal properties with respect to temperature. For exam-
ple, Biswas et al. [12] built a two-dimensional model for a nano-
PCM enhanced wallboard using this method. Mankibi et al. [13]
built a one-dimensional model for an active multi-layer living wall
with the enthalpy method, and the model was validated. Another
popular method is the effective heat capacity method, which is
considered to be a versatile, convenient, adaptable and easily pro-
grammable method. The main advantage of this method is that the
governing equations and the associated discretized equations have
the general form of the heat conduction equation with a nonlinear
heat capacity, namely the effective heat capacity. As a result, they
can be solved with a standard heat transfer code. The key for accu-
rate simulations lies in the appropriate selection of the nonlinear
heat capacity curves [31]. For example, Kuznik et al. [20] built a
PCM wall model using this method, and it was found that when
the time step was 60 s and the mesh size was 0.001 m, the time
discretization and spatial errors were both less than 1%. Zhou
et al. [21] also built a one-dimensional model for a PCM board with
this method, and the model was validated by the literature results.

The previous researches show that the relationship between
enthalpy and temperature is very important to the enthalpy
method, while the relationship between effective heat capacity
and temperature is very important to the effective heat capacity
method. Both of the two methods have high accuracy and could
satisfy the calculation requirements [32,33]. However, because
the enthalpy method and the effective heat capacity method have
different governing equations and different solving methods, the
numerical results of these two methods may be different. Espe-
cially when the state of the PCM is about to be changed, the calcu-
lation error may exist. Do the models have the inevitable errors?
Which parameters could affect the calculation errors? Which
model needs less computing time? Therefore, to figure out these
questions, two numerical heat transfer models of the PCM board
were built with the enthalpy method and the effective heat capac-
ity method, respectively. The objective of this research was to com-
pare these two models and find out the calculated error which may
exist during the calculations.

2. Numerical models

A thin board which was made by PCM was chosen as the
research object in this paper. Compared with the length and the
width of the board, its thickness was relatively small, it was
assumed the heat transfer process in the PCM domain was one-
dimensional [8]. In addition, the natural convection effect in the
molten PCM was neglected [16].

2.1. Effective heat capacity method

When the model is built with the effective heat capacity
method, the governing equation is:

qcpðTÞ @T
@t

¼ k
@2T
@x2

ð1Þ

where q is the density, cp(T) is the specific heat capacity, k is the
thermal conductivity, T is the temperature, t is the time, and x is
the coordinate.

The effective heat capacity is usually calculated by the following
equations.

cp ¼
cps T < Tc � DT
L

2DT þ
cpsþcpl

2 Tc � DT 6 T 6 Tc þ DT

cpl T > Tc þ DT

8><
>: ð2Þ

where L is the heat of fusion, cps and cpl are the heat capacities of
solid PCM and liquid PCM, respectively. DT is the half of the phase

change temperature range, Tc is the center temperature of the phase
change temperature range.

The boundary conditions of the governing equation are:

Tð0; tÞ ¼ T1 ð3Þ

Tðd; tÞ ¼ T2 ð4Þ
where d is the thickness of the board, T1, T2 are the surface temper-
atures of the board.

The initial condition is:

Tðx;0Þ ¼ T2 ð5Þ
The governing equation along with the boundary conditions

was discretized using the finite difference method (FDM). Central
difference was applied in space and fully implicit method was
applied in time. The whole equations system was solved by the
tridiagonal matrix algorithm (TDMA).

2.2. Enthalpy method

When the model is built with the enthalpy method, the govern-
ing equation is:

q
@H
@t

¼ k
@2T
@x2

ð6Þ

The PCM enthalpy is calculated by the following equation.

H ¼
Z Tc�DT

T0

cpsdT þ
Z TcþDT

Tc�DT
cpcdT þ

Z T

TcþDT
cpldT ð7Þ

where T0 is the temperature where the enthalpy is 0 kJ/kg, cpc is the
heat capacity of PCM when the PCM temperature is in its phase
change temperature range.

The boundary conditions and the initial condition are the same
as Eqs. (3)–(5).

The governing equation along with the boundary conditions
was solved using the Gauss-Seidel method. A fully implicit finite-
difference scheme was applied. The maximum difference between
successive elements of the solution was less than 10�6.

2.3. Comparison of the effective heat capacity method and the
enthalpy method

When the model was built with the effective heat capacity
method, the discretized equation for an inner node was:

Tði; jÞ � Tði; j� 1Þ ¼ k
q � cpðTði; j� 1ÞÞ �

d

h2 ðTðiþ 1; jÞ � 2Tði; jÞ

þ Tði� 1; jÞÞ ð8Þ
where i is the ith space node, j is the jth time node, d is the time step
size, and h is the space step size.

When the model was built with the enthalpy method, the dis-
cretized equation for an inner node was:

Hði; jÞ � Hði; j� 1Þ ¼ k
q
� d
h2 ðTðiþ 1; jÞ � 2Tði; jÞ þ Tði� 1; jÞÞ ð9Þ

If the specific heat capacity of the material was constant in Eqs.
(8) and (9), the numerical results of these two models should be
the same. However, as shown in Eqs. (2) and (7), the specific heat
capacity of the PCM was changed with its temperature.

When the model was built with the specific heat capacity
method, as shown in Eq. (8), because T(i, j) was unknown, the effec-
tive heat capacity value in the equation was dependent on T(i, j�1),
while it was not affected by the value of T(i, j) during the calcula-
tion. Assume that the PCM was heated, and the temperature of a
space node was TA in Fig. 1. In other words, T(i, j � 1) = TA. d sec-
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